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LOOMseven brings fashionable and sustainable fabrics
to PERFORMANCE DAYS
LOOMseven, the textile agency for outer fabrics and private label products,
offers you a market-specific range of textile products combined with individual
advice and customer-oriented service. Future trends, product creativity and
target-oriented processing have top priority.
Our philosophy is the comprehensive networking of cooperation partners in
the apparel industry by means of efficient and interactive processes that are
geared to the short delivery times and vertical orientation of fashion
companies. Through our active customer/supplier management and integrated
production solutions in the area of outer fabrics and finished products, we
create the basis for the success of your company.
LOOMseven GmbH is a global and vertically oriented agency headed by
Oliver Schnitzler, representing following companies:
EUSEBIO is a well-known Italian manufacturer of sportive cotton jerseys. The
vertical company structure provides a highly innovative product and an
excellent customer service.
GIPITEX is an Italian Outdoor specialist with its own weaving, dyeing and
finishing mill. The collection includes technical qualities with a wide range of
material compositions and functional finishing.
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ITALMODE is a medium-sized company from Prato, Italy, well-known for
technical stretch qualities for trousers. The technical know-how and the
customer-oriented team are the company's strengths.
MAXINGTON is a trading company located in Hong Kong, established in 1995
and specialized in different kinds of synthetic (80%) and cotton blend (20%)
from normal to special finishing. They are mainly focused on outerwear fabric
development but also supply Cotton or Cotton Blended items.
NEWDRESS is a company specialized in boiled wool and bonded fabrics with
wool blend.
PONTETORTO is one of the most modern mills in Prato, Italy. The collection
offers a huge variety of woven qualities, from stretch fabrics for pants to coat
fabrics. Beside the technical innovation and the high product quality,
Pontetorto is well known for the fast service and the competent customer care.
REDAELLI belongs to the Italian MARZOTTO GROUP and is specialized in
velvet and corduroy. The product quality originates from a continuous
development, thanks to centuries-old specialization and knowledge.
RICCIARINI is a family company based in Arezzo, Italy, which has become
over the generations an outstanding fabric supplier. Their line THE BOX was
developed especially for the German market and presents the company’s
creativity at a commercial price.
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